
Ideal for the active person, the T5 Sport provides unrivaled comfort, a long-lasting 
battery, and legendary sound clarity. Our patented comfort ear tips and miniature 
drivers ensure the earphones stay in place comfortably for hours. Plus, the T5 Sport is 
rated and tested at IPX4 and will resist sweat, moisture and rain.

LEGENDARY SOUND + GREAT FIT
After 60+ years of making legendary loudspeakers, we built upon our bold audio 
heritage to revolutionize the headphone industry. Since 2007 we have been creating 
the most innovative headphones on the market. We are the performance and comfort 
winners. Period.

The same advanced acoustic engineering and industrial design from our legendary 
home theater speakers provide the performance, voice and design for the T5 Series 
earphones. They are engineered for pure performance and designed to be the best 
sounding most comfortable headphones on Earth and the embodiment of legendary 
Klipsch sound.

PATENTED OVAL EAR TIPS
Klipsch in-ear monitors utilize patented contour ear tips that are designed to 
accurately sit inside the ear canal. These soft oval silicon tips reduce ear fatigue, 
provide the ultimate comfort and an excellent seal for noise isolation and superior 
bass. They fit better, they feel better, and only Klipsch has them. With your choice of 
patented oval ear tips, memory-foam tips or optional ear wings, the T5 Sport stays in 
your ears regardless of what you’re doing.

FULL BASS, DYNAMIC DRIVER
Engineered from the ground up to deliver powerful performances from the smallest 
package, the T5 Sport’s dynamic driver combines high output and full bass extension. 
Ensuring deeper fit and better hold, the smaller acoustic modules are designed to 
stay in your ears securely and comfortably.

10-HOUR BATTERY
The T5 Sport use a single lithium ion battery to deliver over ten hours of listening 
to music and taking calls. The integrated cVc® microphone automatically enhances 
voice clarity and actively reduces environmental noise to ensure your calls are loud 
and clear.

BLUETOOTH 5
With aptX and aptX HD, the signal is as good as wired with no delay during video 
playback. Supporting 48 kHz / 24bit LPCM audio, aptX HD is indistinguishable from 
high resolution audio. The T5 Sport also supports multi-point pairing, so you can pair 
two devices at once.

EAR WINGS
The T5 Sport earphones include ear wings that assist in keeping the earphones in 
your ears. 
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ADVANCED THREE-BUTTON REMOTE 
Offers full control of most smartphone models including Android and Apple devices, 
allowing for seamless control of music and phone calls. The raised controls let you 
pick up calls, adjust volume, and track through songs.

CABLE MANAGEMENT FOR DUAL WEAR
The T5 Sport earphones provides two options for wear — down and loose or tighten 
the cord for a secure, unobtrusive fit.

COMPLY™ COMFORT TS-100 TIPS INCLUDED
For a true custom fit and unparalleled security in your ear, a pair of Comply Ts-100 
Comfort foam tips are included. The dramatic increase in ear retention ensures 
marathon-readiness.

SWEAT/WATER RESISTANT
IPX4 rated meaning these earphones will withstand the elements. 

T5 SPORT

STYLE In-Ear Monitor

DRIVER DESIGN Dynamic Moving Coil Micro Speaker

DRIVER DIAMETER 5.0 mm

MIC/REMOTE cVc® 8.0 Single-Mic

FREQUENCY RESPONSE 10Hz-19kHz

NOISE ISOLATION -22dB

INPUT CONNECTIONS Bluetooth

BATTERY 80 mAh

BLUETOOTH® 
SPECIFICATIONS

Version: Bluetooth 5.0
Profiles: A2DP 1.3, AVRCP 1.6, HSP 1.2, HFP 1.7
A2DP Codecs: SBC, aptX®, aptX HD
Range: Up to 10m (33ft.)
Input Rating: 5V DC, 0.5A
Battery Status: iOS & Android Battery Status Monitor

WEIGHT 12.7g

COLORS Black, White

DIMENSIONS (PACKAGING) 6.7” H x 3.4” W x 1.5” D

S P E C I F I C AT I O N S


